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Abstract
Asymptotically optimal planners, such as PRM∗, guarantee that solutions approach optimal as the number of iterations
increases. Roadmaps with this property, however, may grow too large for storing on resource-constrained robots and
for achieving efficient online query resolution. By relaxing optimality, asymptotically near-optimal planners produce
sparser graphs by not including all edges. The idea stems from graph spanners, which produce sparse subgraphs that
guarantee near-optimality. Existing asymptotically optimal and near-optimal planners, however, include all sampled
configurations as roadmap nodes, meaning only infinite-size graphs have the desired properties. To address this
limitation, this work describes SPARS, an algorithm that returns a sparse roadmap spanner. The method provides the
following properties: (a) probabilistic completeness, (b) asymptotic near-optimality and (c) the probability of adding
nodes to the spanner converges to zero as iterations increase. The last point suggests that finite-size data structures
with asymptotic near-optimality in continuous spaces may indeed exist. The approach builds simultaneously a dense
graph similar to PRM∗ and its roadmap spanner, meaning that upon construction an infinite-size graph is still needed
asymptotically. An extension of SPARS is also presented, termed SPARS2, which removes the dependency on building a
dense graph for constructing the sparse roadmap spanner and for which it is shown that the same desirable properties
hold. Simulations for rigid body motion planning show that algorithms for constructing sparse roadmap spanners
indeed provide small data structures and result in faster query resolution. The rate of node addition is shown to
decrease over time and practically the quality of solutions is considerably better than the theoretical bounds. Upon
construction, the memory requirements of SPARS2 are significantly smaller but there is a small sacrifice in the size of
the final spanner relative to SPARS.
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1 Introduction
An important motion planning challenge is the iden-
tification of compact graphical representations for an-
swering shortest-path queries in configuration spaces (C -
spaces) of moving systems (Latombe, 1991; Agarwal,
2011). There is a broad range of applications, which can
benefit from compact data structures that provide high-
quality paths. One example is cloud-enabled, resource-
constrained robots, where preprocessing can be per-
formed offline on a computing cloud and the final plan-
ning structure is communicated wirelessly to individual
robots (Kuffner, 2010). The resulting structure should
be small so as to minimize strain on the communication
network and the robot. Planning among dynamic obsta-
cles can also utilize such planning structures to quickly
recompute paths once old ones have been invalidated by
a moving obstacle (Kallman and Mataric, 2004). Another
application is in the game industry, where small compu-

tational budgets are given to path planning, necessitat-
ing a structure which is queried quickly and returns high-
quality paths (Geraerts and Overmars, 2006). This work
describes how to generate such compact data-structures,
which return high-quality paths. The objective is to show
that these structures are practical and can be constructed
in a time and memory efficient manner, while it is also
possible to prove desirable theoretical guarantees.

Sampling-based motion planners (Choset et al., 2005;
LaValle, 2006), and especially roadmap methods, such as
the Probabilistic Roadmap Method (PRM) (Kavraki et al.,
1996), are particularly appropriate in this context. These
methods build during a preprocessing phase a discrete
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Figure 1: A roadmap spanner in the SE(3) “Beam Site” environment, loaded in the OMPL software package (Şucan
et al., 2012). Configurations for a table moving along a solution path are highlighted.

representation of a C -space, in the form of a roadmap,
that can then be used to answer motion planning queries.
To achieve online efficiency, they should return a small,
sparse roadmap that can be queried quickly, and returns
paths which are close to optimal. In general continuous
spaces, however, only asymptotic optimality can be pro-
vided, where the solution converges to the optimum as
more preprocessing time is provided. A recent result de-
scribes the conditions under which sampling-based plan-
ners, such as PRM∗ (Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011), con-
verge to asymptotically optimal solutions. While these
methods provide very desirable properties regarding path
quality, the resulting graph is not compact and can get
very large to store on a resource-constrained robot or to
efficiently query on the fly. Moreover, it is not clear when
to stop the sampling process.

Recent efforts have attempted to address this issue
by relaxing optimality requirements (Marble and Bekris,
2011a) and drawing inspiration from work on graph span-
ners (Peleg and Schäffer, 1989). Spanners are subgraphs
where the shortest path between two nodes is no longer
than t times the shortest path on the original graph.
The parameter t is called the stretch factor of the span-
ner. An incremental integration of asymptotically optimal
roadmaps with graph spanners results in efficient roadmap
spanners that provide asymptotic near-optimality (Mar-
ble and Bekris, 2011b). Spanners, however, only remove
edges, and the resulting roadmaps, similar to asymptot-
ically optimal solutions, still need to include every C -
space sample as a node to achieve this property.

The current contribution extends this line of work
and develops practical methods for computing sparse
roadmap spanners with asymptotic near-optimality guar-
antees through a C -space sampling process. The result-
ing structure is sparse, in the sense that it does not include
the vast majority of C -space points as nodes and also in-
cludes a small number of edges relative to asymptotically
optimal roadmaps. Note that the notion of sparsity in this

work deviates from its standard use in graph theory (lin-
ear number of edges as a function of the number of nodes).
The proposed planners identify appropriate criteria for se-
lecting which samples are needed in the sparse roadmap
spanner while upholding theoretical guarantees regarding
path quality. The asymptotic near-optimality guarantees
are appropriately adapted relative to previous contribu-
tions to include an additive term in order to achieve the
desired sparsity in the size of the data structure. In partic-
ular, the planners for constructing sparse roadmap span-
ners presented in this work have the following properties:
(i) probabilistic completeness,
(ii) asymptotic near-optimality with additive cost, i.e., the
resulting roadmap can answer any path planning query in
the C -space with paths of length:

t · c∗ + 4 ·∆, (1)

where t and ∆ are input parameters to the algorithm, c∗

is the cost of the optimum path, if one exists, between the
query points in Cfree with clearance at least cl and
(iii) asymptotic sparsity, i.e., the probability of adding
new nodes and edges converges to 0 as the number of it-
erations increases.

This framework is a candidate solution to the prob-
lem of finding a compact representation for answer-
ing shortest-path queries in continuous spaces. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, no previous line of
work argues about the existence of finite data structures
with some form of near-optimality guarantee for con-
tinuous path planning. This work provides an indica-
tion that such data structures can be created. Further-
more, an important advantage of this framework is that
it gives rise to a natural stopping criterion inspired by
the Visibility− based PRM approach (Simeon et al.,
2000). The criterion relates to a probabilistic measure of
how close the roadmap is to a solution that provides the
desired properties.

This paper first describes the overall framework for
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Figure 2: The four types of samples ρ ∈ C -space that sparse roadmap spanners are considering for addition. Nodes
may be added for coverage (guards), connectivity (bridges), or to connect nodes which share an “interface” (interface
nodes), or to satisfy near-optimality constraints when efficient C -space paths (ρ to ρ′) are found (shortcuts).

building sparse roadmap spanners. Figure 2 shows the
conditions under which configurations are included in the
spanner. It has to be they are useful for coverage or con-
nectivity or that they improve the quality of paths on the
sparse roadmap spanner relative to optimum paths in the
obstacle-free C -space. Given this framework, the paper
then introduces a concrete implementation, called SPARS,
that constructs in parallel to the spanner an asymptotically
optimal dense graph using PRM∗ that includes all C -space
samples. The overall approach deviates from a straight-
forward integration of PRM∗ with graph spanners. Instead
it follows a novel methodology that is based on the identi-
fication of boundaries of “visibility” regions for the span-
ner nodes by utilizing their connectivity with dense graph
nodes. It eventually guarantees that all shortest paths
between boundaries of “visibility” regions on the dense
graph can be represented by paths on the spanner that are
at most t times longer, which leads to Eq. 1. The parame-
ters t and ∆ control the sparsity of the spanner.
SPARS lends itself to an analysis that shows that it

provides the desirable theoretical properties. Neverthe-
less, the use of the dense graph is a significant limita-
tion. So, while the method returns a sparse roadmap
spanner with the desirable properties, its computational
requirements are still significant during construction, es-
pecially in terms of memory. For this reason, a sec-
ond approach, SPARS2, is also presented that extends the
previous one and is shown to provide the same theoret-
ical guarantees without explicitly maintaining the dense
graph. In SPARS2, the process for adding samples to the
sparse roadmap spanner for coverage or connectivity is
the same as it does not depend on the dense graph. On the
other hand, “shortcut” nodes do require C -space shortest
path information. This work shows that it is possible to re-
lax the requirements for adding such nodes, i.e., add more
nodes than needed for the desired near-optimality guaran-
tees, so that the dense graph is not needed. The method
introduces some conservative approximations of shortest
paths in the C -space, computed through a local sampling

process and bookkeeping information. The space require-
ments of this bookkeeping is a finite function of the num-
ber of spanner nodes. Since the probability of adding new
nodes converges to zero, the probability of increasing the
bookkeeping data also goes to zero.

Simulations were performed on the Open Motion Plan-
ning Library (OMPL) (Şucan et al., 2012) to evaluate the
proposed framework and its two instantiations, SPARS and
SPARS2, against the asymptotically optimal PRM∗. The
experiments indicate that, during construction, SPARS2 is
using a significantly smaller amount of memory. The re-
turned spanner has similar sparsity characteristics as the
one returned by SPARS, alas with a small sacrifice in size
(i.e., SPARS returns a smaller sparse roadmap spanner than
SPARS2, since it has access to the dense graph and doesn’t
follow as conservative approximations for shortest paths
in the C -space). For both algorithms, the resulting graph
is orders of magnitude smaller than the asymptotically op-
timal roadmap for the same construction time. Interest-
ingly, paths returned by the spanners are very competi-
tive to those computed by PRM∗ for the same amount of
construction time and significantly better than the theoret-
ical guarantees. Online query resolution times are very
efficient on sparse roadmap spanners and are significantly
shorter than query resolution on the output of PRM∗ for
competitive path quality. Furthermore, the rate of nodes
added to the spanner does decrease over time.

The next section relates this work to the state-of-the-art
and is followed by a presentation of the problem state-
ment and a helpful set of formal definitions and notation.
Then, the paper presents the framework for constructing
sparse roadmap spanners and its theoretical analysis. The
experimental results validate the properties and show the
practicality of the framework and especially of SPARS2.
The paper concludes with a discussion of the methods and
future research directions.
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2 Background
Piano Mover’s Problem The general mover’s problem
is posed for a collection of polyhedral rigid bodies in
a polyhedral workspace and is PSPACE− HARD (Reif,
1979). A PSPACE algorithm introduced the roadmap,
a 1-D subspace of C -space that captures its connectiv-
ity (Canny, 1988). The algorithm, however, is imprac-
tical, similarly to C -space approximations (Brooks and
Lozano-Pérez, 1983; Lozano-Pérez, 1983; Kambhampati
and Davis, 1986). A paradigm based on potential fields
was developed (Khatib, 1986; Hwang and Ahuja, 1992),
but complete versions of this methodology (Koditschek,
1989; Rimon and Koditschek, 1992) are difficult to ap-
ply in general configuration spaces. A similar technique
that solved difficult problems took a stochastic approach
to avoid local minima and motivated the development
of sampling-based planners (Barraquand and Latombe,
1991; Lamiraux and Laumond, 1996).

Probabilistic Roadmaps: The first popular method
for employing a sampling strategy in order to construct
a roadmap in the C -space was the Probabilistic Roadmap
Method (PRM) (Kavraki et al., 1996). The algorithm sam-
ples a configuration in Cfree, the collision-free C -space,
and adds it as a node to the roadmap. It then tries to con-
nect it with a local path to its k-closest neighbors among
the existing nodes (k-PRM) or those within a δ-ball (δ-
PRM). If this local path, typically a straight line in the
C -space, is in Cfree, an edge is added to the roadmap.
The advantages of the method lie on its simplicity, ele-
gance and generality. While path non-existence cannot be
proved with the PRM, probabilistic completeness can be
provided instead: if a path exists, it will be found eventu-
ally. This was originally proven for k-dimensional man-
ifolds (Kavraki et al., 1998; Hsu et al., 1998), for non-
holonomic robots (Švestka, 1997) and later for a broad
class of problems (Ladd and Kavraki, 2004).

Variations of PRM: The efficiency of probabilistic
roadmaps is dominated by the presence of “narrow pas-
sages”, which require sampling from a very small set to
solve them. This motivated the development of varia-
tions that appropriately sampled configurations to speed
up the construction of sufficiently connected roadmaps
(Amato et al., 1998; Hsu et al., 1998; Boor et al., 1999;
Wilmarth et al., 1999; Guibas et al., 1999; Bohlin and
Kavraki, 2000; Foskey et al., 2001; Hsu et al., 2003;
Leven and Hutchinson, 2003; Plaku et al., 2005). A num-
ber of quasi-random alternatives to random sampling have
also been proposed (Branicky et al., 2001) and there has
been a comparative study on the subject (Geraerts and
Overmars, 2003). Furthermore, the PRM framework has
been adapted so as to solve a variety of different chal-

lenges beyond the basic piano mover’s problem involv-
ing multiple robots (Sánchez and Latombe, 2002), ma-
nipulation planning (Nielsen and Kavraki, 2000), assem-
bly planning (Sundaram et al., 2001), planning for flexible
objects (Lamiraux and Kavraki, 2001) and bioinformatics
applications (Apaydin et al., 2003).

Visibility-based PRM: A variation of PRM closely re-
lated to the current work is the Visibility− based PRM

(Simeon et al., 2000). This method focuses on reject-
ing specific samples while adding only those required
for coverage and connectivity purposes. The combina-
tion of these two properties is sufficient for probabilis-
tic completeness. The resulting roadmaps are small-size
tree structures, because two nodes are not connected if
they belong to the same connected component. Further-
more, the technique provides an automatic stopping crite-
rion: when M consecutive samples fail to be added to the
roadmap, then a probabilistic estimation of the percentage
of free space not covered by the nodes of the data structure
is 1
M .

Variations Focusing on Path Quality An issue with
PRM variants that employed the connected component
heuristic to speed up roadmap construction is that the
paths returned can often be of low quality. This led
to work that aimed to identify “useful cycles”, which
adds edges between roadmap nodes if the existing path
connecting the nodes is sufficiently lengthy (Nieuwen-
huisen and Overmars, 2004). The resulting structure is
no longer a tree, but remains sparse and improves path
quality. The “useful cycles” criterion has been combined
with the Reachability Roadmap variant of PRM to return
high clearance paths in 2D and 3D C -spaces (Geraerts
and Overmars, 2006). One way to improve path quality
is through a post-processing, smoothing phase. Meth-
ods that reason about path homotopy provide solutions
that can be smoothed to optimal ones (Jaillet and Simeon,
2006; Schmitzberger et al., 2002). Hybridization graphs
can be seen as a smoothing process that combines mul-
tiple solutions into a single, better quality one (Raveh
et al., 2011). While such smoothing-based approaches are
valid alternatives in certain cases, they construct relatively
dense roadmaps and increase the online query resolution
time.

Tree Sampling-based Planners: Alternatives to
roadmap-based methods explore the C -space using a
tree data structure by incrementally propagating paths
from existing configurations, such as the popular Rapidly-
exploring Random Tree (RRT) approach (LaValle and
Kuffner, 2001). They tend to be more efficient in quickly
answering individual queries and they can be easily ap-
plied to problems involving dynamics because they do not
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algorithm edges optimal?
δ-PRM O(n2) asymptotically optimal
k-PRM O(kn) no
PRM∗ O(n logn) asymptotically optimal

k− PRM∗ O(n logn) asymptotically optimal

SRS O(an1+ 1
a ) asymptotically near-optimal

IRS O(n logn) asymptotically near-optimal

Table 1: PRM variations and asymptotic optimality proper-
ties. Parameter n: # nodes in the roadmap.

depend on the existence of a steering method that exactly
connects two states of the system. Furthermore, they al-
ready return sparse data structures. Nevertheless, they do
not provide the same properties in terms of preprocessing
the entire C -space in order to be able to answer multiple,
unknown queries. Moreover, the basic RRT approach has
been shown to almost certainly converge to suboptimal so-
lutions (Nechushtan et al., 2010). It can be extended, how-
ever, to an asymptotically optimal variant, known as RRT∗

(Karaman and Frazzoli, 2010). Even tree-based methods
can benefit from sparse roadmaps that can quickly return
C-space distances among obstacles (Li and Bekris, 2011).

Conditions for Asymptotic Optimality: Impor-
tant recent work has provided the conditions under
which sampling-based methods are asymptotically opti-
mal (Karaman and Frazzoli, 2010, 2011). Asymptotic op-
timality implies that the quality of solutions converges to
optimal as time goes to infinity. The analysis indicates
that for the PRM the important variable is the number of
neighbors that each new sample should be connected to,
as indicated in Table 1. A simple PRM that connects sam-
ples to neighbors within a δ-ball is asymptotically opti-
mal, but results in a dense roadmap. The roadmap’s den-
sity can be reduced by considering the k-nearest neigh-
bors of the sample, but this version is not asymptotically
optimal. PRM∗ and k − PRM∗ rectify this by selecting the
minimum number of neighbors required for asymptotic
optimality, which is a logarithmic function of the num-
ber of nodes (Karaman and Frazzoli, 2010, 2011). Nev-
ertheless, all samples are added as nodes, resulting in a
large graph and the resulting structure is still relatively
dense. Thus, roadmaps with asymptotic optimality prop-
erties have large memory requirements and take longer
to query than other approaches, which focus on sparsity.
Furthermore, it is not clear when to stop sampling.

Asymptotic Near-Optimality: A way to return
sparser, good-quality roadmaps is to relax the optimal-
ity guarantees by utilizing graph spanners (Peleg and
Schäffer, 1989). Spanners are subgraphs, where the short-
est path between two nodes on the subgraph is no longer
than t times the shortest path on the original graph, where

t is the stretch factor of the spanner. Applying an ef-
ficient spanner (Baswana and Sen, 2007) on the output
of k− PRM∗ resulted in a Sequential Roadmap Spanner
(SRS) (Marble and Bekris, 2011a), which reduces the ex-
pected number of edges and provides asymptotic near-
optimality, i.e., as more time is spent on constructing the
roadmap, the quality of solutions converges to a value at
most t times the optimal. An incremental integration of
spanners with k− PRM∗ (IRS) has been experimentally
shown to provide even better results (Marble and Bekris,
2011b). The path quality degradation with these methods
is quite smaller in practice than the theoretical guarantees.

Sparse Roadmaps Spanners: The drawback of
asymptotically optimal planners and of near-optimal
spanners is that they include every sample. Thus, they
need an infinite number of nodes to achieve their prop-
erties. An initial attempt towards not including all nodes
was a simple extension of the IRS approach but did not
provide any theoretical guarantees (Marble and Bekris,
2012). SPARS is the first method to the authors’ knowl-
edge that does provide for asymptotic near-optimality and
where the probability of adding new nodes to the roadmap
goes to zero (Dobson et al., 2012). SPARS2 achieves the
same objectives while reducing the memory requirements
upon construction (Dobson and Bekris, 2013 - submitted).
The current manuscript brings together the last two con-
tributions in a common framework for constructing sparse
roadmap spanners. It also presents an extended analysis
of their properties and an extensive evaluation.

3 Problem Setup and Terminology
The configuration space (C -space) abstraction is the set
of configurations, where a point q in this space fully de-
scribes the volume occupied by a moving system. The
C -space can be partitioned into two sets, one representing
the collision-free part (Cfree) and the subset which collides
with obstacles. This work aims to solve the Path Planning
Problem defined below by providing a discrete, graphi-
cal representation of the free space which can be queried
effectively upon demand. The results presented here are
for planning problems involving rigid bodies (SE(2) and
SE(3)). Nevertheless, the method should be applicable
in any space where an appropriate metric and sampling
function exist.

Defn. 1 (The Path Planning Problem) Given the set of
free configurations Cfree ⊂ C -space, initial and goal
configurations qinit, qgoal ∈ Cfree, find a continuous path
π ∈ Π = {q|q : [0, 1] → Cfree}, π(0) = qinit and
π(1) = qgoal.
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The focus of this work, as with previous work that
deals with asymptotic (near-)optimality, is on paths that
have certain clearance, or minimal distance, from obsta-
cles. Thus, the algorithm operates over problem instances
which are robustly feasible as defined below.

Defn. 2 (Robust Feasibility) An instance of the path
planning problem (Cfree, qinit, qgoal) is robustly feasible,
if a cl-robust path exists that solves it, for some clearance
cl > 0. A path π ∈ Π is cl-robust, if π lies entirely in the
cl-interior of Cfree.

A naive way to define a graphical representation of Cfree
is by considering the implicit, exhaustive graph G(V ,E ),
where all the elements of Cfree are nodes and all the colli-
sion free paths between them are edges. A compact data
structure for answering shortest-path queries in continu-
ous spaces must be able to identify which C -space points
are not needed as roadmap nodes. Thus, a “roadmap
spanner” is a subgraph GS(VS ⊂ V ,ES ⊂ E ) of this
implicit, exhaustive graph of the continuous space and
should satisfy the following properties:

1. All nodes in G are connected with a path in Cfree to a
node on GS (coverage).

2. GS has as many connected components as G (con-
nectivity).

3. All shortest paths on GS are no longer than t times the
corresponding shortest paths in G (spanner property).
These properties allow for (a) arbitrary query points to

connect to the roadmap, (b) paths to exist between any
query points through GS that can be connected in Cfree,
and (c) asymptotic near-optimality for query points that
lie on GS . The objective is to also provide asymptotic
near-optimality properties for query points that will not
be lying on GS . For such points, it is necessary to take
into account the cost of connecting them to GS , which
gives rise to an additive term regarding the relative cost
of the solution path computed by the spanner GS and the
optimum solution cost on G . Overall, the objective is to
guarantee the following property.

Defn. 3 (Asympt. Near-Optimality with Additive Cost)
An algorithm is asymptotically near-optimal with additive
cost if, for a path planning problem (Cfree, qinit, qgoal)
and cost function c : Π → R≥0 with a cl-robust optimal
path of finite cost c∗, the probability it will find a path
with cost c ≤ t · c∗ + ε, for a stretch factor t ≥ 1 and
additive error ε ≥ 0, converges to 1 as time approaches
infinity.

This paper presents algorithms that asymptotically con-
verge to sparse data structures with the above property.

3.1 Sampling-based Planning Primitives
This work uses many of the same primitives that
sampling-based motion planning typically employs. For
instance, the proposed methods assume access to a uni-
form random sampler, which returns a point q at random
in the C -space by following a uniform distribution given
the topological constraints. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the space is endowed with a distance function.

Defn. 4 (Distance Function) The distance function d
takes two configurations in C -space and returns a real
value d(qi, qj) → R that expresses the distance of the
two configurations in the absence of obstacles and satis-
fies metric properties.

In order to construct the planning structure in Cfree,
sampling-based methods rely on being able to accept or
reject samples based on whether a configuration brings
the robot into collision with obstacles. In order to reject
samples, the algorithms rely upon the availability of a col-
lision checker. This work considers only configurations
that are at least cl away from obstacles.

Defn. 5 (Validity Checker) Given an individual config-
uration q, a validity checker returns whether q lies within
the cl-interior of Cfree.

In order to create a roadmap, the sampled configura-
tions must be connected by edges with the aid of a local
planner.

Defn. 6 (Local Planner) Given two configurations, a lo-
cal planner returns a local path between the configura-
tions in the absence of obstacles: L(qbegin, qend) → πL,
where πL(0) = qbegin and πL(1) = qend.

In this work a straight line between qbegin and qend in
C -space is used. In order to add local paths as edges in
the planning structure, it must be that for all q ∈ L(q, q′),
q ∈ Cfree. There exist efficient and complete methods
for checking if an entire path lies within Cfree (Schwarzer
et al., 2005). Alternatively, a sampling-based process can
be used as an approximation.

3.2 Sparse Roadmap Spanner Notation
To describe the proposed algorithms it will be helpful
to introduce some new terminology. Every node in the
sparse roadmap spanner GS will be selected so that it rep-
resents its local neighborhood (i.e., spanner paths that ini-
tiate in the local neighborhood will go through this node).
The size of the neighborhood is limited by a visibility
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radius ∆, i.e., a new sample will attempt to connect to
nodes only within such a distance. This visibility radius is
introduced both for computational reasons (avoiding the
collision checking of long paths) and so as to provide
near-optimality guarantees (i.e., bounding the additive ε
term that arises from the cost of connecting query points
to the sparse roadmap spanner). Then for any configura-
tion q ∈ Cfree it is possible to compute its representative
among the existing nodes in GS as follows:

Defn. 7 (Representative) Given the nodes VS of the
sparse roadmap spanner GS , a configuration q’s repre-
sentative v ∈ VG satisfies the following properties:
• d(q, v) ≤ ∆ for the visibility range ∆,
• L(q, v) ⊂ Cfree,
• d(q, v) ≤ d(q, v′),∀ v′ ∈ VG so that L(q, v′) ⊂ Cfree.

The representative of a configuration will be denoted
as rep(q). This notion gives rise to the dual term of a
visibility region.

Defn. 8 (Visibility Region) The visibility region of a
node v ∈ VG is vis(v) = {q | q ∈ Cfree, rep(q) = v}.

Figure 3: Visibility region of vi, i.e., the configurations
connected to vi which have it as their closest node. The
figure ignores the effects of the visibility range ∆.

The boundaries of a visibility region will arise from
three separate conditions. The first is that the region is
bounded by ∆. Secondly, the region will be bounded
by obstacle and visibility constraints, and lastly, it will
be bounded by intersections with other visibility regions,
called interfaces. An example of a visibility region can be
seen in Fig. 3.

Defn. 9 (Interface) Given the set of nodes VG , an inter-
face i(v, v′), between two nodes v, v′ ∈ VG is the shared
boundary of their visibility regions:

i(v, v′) = vis(v) ∩ vis(v′).

Figure 4: Two neighboring nodes v and v′ define an in-
terface i(v, v′): the shared boundary of their visibility re-
gions.

Figure 4 illustrates how an interface arises between two
nodes. Given the definition of an interface it is possible
to also describe the notion of support, which is also high-
lighted in the same figure.

Defn. 10 (Support) Given the set of nodes VG , a config-
uration q supports the interface i(v, v′) if the following is
true:
• rep(q) = v,
• ∃ q′ ∈ B(q, δ) : rep(q′) = v′ ∧ L(q, q′) ∈ Cfree.

In the above definition, the term B(q, δ) corresponds to
the δ-radius hyper-sphere centered at q. It becomes ap-
parent from the above definition that the set of configu-
rations that support an interface corresponds to all these
C -space points that are within distance δ from the inter-
face. The notion of support is introduced because it is eas-
ier to discover configurations through a sampling process
that support an interface than the the configurations along
an interface, as the first set has positive measure, while
the second one has zero measure. Finally, the notion of
midpoint will be also useful to describe the properties of
the proposed algorithms.

Defn. 11 (Midpoint) The midpoint between two configu-
rations v and v′ along the local path L(v, v′) will be de-
noted as m(v, v′) and satisfies:

m(v, v′) ∈ L(v, v′) ∧ d(v, m(v, v′)) = d(m(v, v′), v′).

Note that if the local path L(v, v′) is obstacle-free, then
the midpoint m(v, v′) lies on the interface i(v, v′) between
the two configurations, as shown in Figure 4.
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4 Sparse Roadmap Spanners
Algorithm 1 provides a high-level description of the pro-
posed framework for the generation of sparse roadmap
spanners. The approach constructs a graph GS(VS ,ES)
by generating random valid samples in Cfree, evaluating
whether these configurations satisfy certain criteria to be
added as nodes in VS and then connecting them with local
paths. There are four methods for promoting a configura-
tion to the sparse roadmap GS which are tested in order:
“guards”, “bridges”, “interface nodes”, and “shortcuts” as
illustrated in Figure 2. A guard is added whenever a sam-
ple cannot be connected to any node already in VS with a
collision-free path of length ∆. A bridge is found when-
ever a configuration can be connected to multiple nodes in
VS which are in disconnected components of GS . Inter-
face nodes are added when they reveal the existence of an
interface between two spanner nodes, which do not share
an edge in ES . Shortcut nodes are added when a path
is discovered in Cfree which is significantly shorter than
corresponding paths through GS . Two variations of the
basic framework will be described later on: SPARS (from
SPArse Roadmap Spanner algorithm) and SPARS2, which
differ on how they implement the identification of short-
cut nodes.

Algorithm 1: Sparse Roadmap Spanner(M, t, k, δ,∆)

1 failures← 0;
2 {GS ,GD} ← Initialize Graphs();
3 while failures < M do
4 q← Sample Configuration(δ,GD);
5 W ← Visible Guards(q,∆,GS);
6 if W == ∅ then
7 Add Guard(q,GS);
8 else if any two w ∈W not connected then
9 Add Connector(q,W,GS);

10 else
11 Add Interface Node(q,∆,GS);
12 if q /∈ V (GS) then
13 Add Shortcut(q, t, k, δ,∆,GS ,GD);
14 if no change in GS then
15 failures++;
16 return GS ;

The framework receives five input parameters:
- M : Used for the termination criterion of the approach,

similar to the Visibility− based PRM.
- t: Corresponds to the stretch factor of the spanner.
- k: A parameter used by the SPARS2 variation for

sampling k configurations in the local neighborhood
B(q, δ).

- δ and ∆: The two distance thresholds in the C -space
described in the previous section. ∆ corresponds to a
“visibility” range for nodes in VS , while δ is the radius
of a local neighborhood for configurations in Cfree that
defines the support of an interface. Typically δ << ∆.
The method first samples a valid configuration q by

employing the uniform random sampler and the validity
checker (line 4). Then the algorithm computes the set W
of existing nodes in GS that are within distance ∆ and
with which q can be connected (line 5), i.e.,

∀ w ∈W : L(q, w) ∈ Cfree.

Then, there are four possible reasons for which a newly
sampled configuration can be added to GS :
1. Coverage: The sample q is in a part of Cfree that is not
covered by existing nodes in VS , i.e., W = ∅ (lines 6-7).
In this case, the sample q is added to the set of vertices:
VS = VS ∪ q. The nodes added for C -space-space cov-
erage will be called “guards”. The purpose of these nodes
is to ensure that whenever a query is given, the algorithm
can connect the start and end query points to the sparse
roadmap spanner with a collision-free local path.
2. Connectivity: The sample q is able to connect to at least
two nodes that are otherwise disconnected: ∃w1, w2 ∈W
so that there is no path in GS that connects w1 and w2

(lines 5,8-9). In this case, the sample q is added to the set
of vertices: VS = VS ∪ q, and connected to the nodes:

∀ w ∈W : ES = ES ∪ L(q, w).

3. Connecting Interfaces: The sample q reveals the exis-
tence of an interface between two nodes that do not share
an edge (lines 10-11). The analysis section will show that
it is necessary for all pairs of nodes that share an inter-
face to also be connected with an edge. The reasoning is
that the algorithm compares paths between midpoints on
the roadmap spanner and their relationship with optimum
paths in Cfree. If an interface exists between two nodes but
they do not share an edge, then the midpoint is not on the
roadmap spanner. Algorithm 2 details the steps that need
to be taken in this case.

The algorithm Add Interface Node finds the two
closest nodes v1 and v2 on the graph GS that are within
∆ distance of the sample q ignoring obstacles(lines 1-
3). Then if q can be connected to v1 and v2 but these
two nodes are not directly connected (line 4), then the
method has discovered the existence of an interface be-
tween two nodes, which do not share an edge. In this
case, the method tries first to directly connect v1 and v2

(lines 5-6) and if this fails, then it adds q to VS and the
local paths L(v1, q) and L(v2, q) to ES (lines 7-9).
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Algorithm 2: Add Interface Node(q,∆,GS)

1 N ← Nearest Guards(q,∆,GS);
2 v1 ← arg minn∈N d(q, n);
3 v2 ← arg minn∈N,n6=v1 d(q, n);
4 if L(v1, q), L(q, v2) ∈ Cfree ∧ L(v1, v2) /∈ ES then
5 if L(v1, v2) ∈ Cfree then
6 ES ← ES ∪ L(v1, v2);
7 else
8 VS ← VS ∪ {q};
9 ES ← ES ∪ {L(v1, q), L(q, v2)};

Note that the method for discovering the existence of
an interface does not directly correspond to the definition
of the support of an interface as presented in the previ-
ous section and differs from the original presentation of
the SPARS algorithm (Dobson et al., 2012). A method
that would correspond to this definition would require to
search the δ-sized hyper-ball centered at q in order to iden-
tify whether there are configurations in B(q, δ) with dif-
ferent representatives than q. While this is a valid ap-
proach to detect an interface and will become necessary
in the last part of the algorithm, it also more computation-
ally expensive and takes longer time for the algorithm to
discover interfaces. The method described here is a more
efficient way to achieve the same objective that utilizes
only information from a single C -space sample as well
as the sample’s connectivity properties with nodes of the
sparse roadmap spanner. The analysis section will provide
a proof that one sample is sufficient to reveal the existence
of interfaces between nodes that do not share edges.
4. Path Quality: The fourth criterion is evaluated if none
of the other ones has succeeded in augmenting the graph
(line 12 of algorithm Sparse Roadmap Spanner). Its
purpose is to evaluate whether the new sample q reveals
that there is a shortest path in Cfree that is t times shorter or
more than the path on the sparse roadmap spanner which
will be used to answer a similar query (line 13). This work
describes two alternative ways to implement this criterion,
one that utilizes a dense graph GD of configuration sam-
ples to estimate the shortest paths in Cfree (SPARS) and an-
other one that avoids the memory requirement of storing
GD and follows a conservative approximation for com-
puting shortest paths in Cfree (SPARS2). The following
sections will provide the details of each variation.

If a sample fails all criteria, then it is not added to GS
and the parameter failures is incremented (lines 14-15).
Should failures reach the threshold parameter M (line 3),
the algorithm terminates and returns the graph computed
up to that point (line 16).

4.1 Using PRM∗ to Find Shortest Cfree Paths
The last criterion aims to guarantee that paths returned
by the roadmap satisfy the spanner property relative
to optimum paths in Cfree. The challenge for func-
tion Add Shortcut is to provide an algorithmic way for
checking whether this is true. The idea in the proposed
framework is that to achieve this by reasoning locally
within the visibility region of each node v ∈ VS .

Figure 5: Configurations q and q′ support i(v, v′),
while q′′ supports i(v, v′′). If the optimum path on
the dense graph π∗D(q, q′′) is t times shorter than the
length of the spanner paths πS(m(v′, v), m(v, v′′)) or
πS(m(v′, v), m(v, x)), then configurations along π∗D(q, q′′)
are candidates for addition.

Consider the situation in Fig. 5 and a shortest path
π∗(qbegin, qend) in Cfree that goes through vis(v). Path
π∗ can be partitioned into several segments, where each
one is the intersection of π∗ with the visibility region of
a node. The roadmap will satisfy the spanner property
if it can provide a path πS(qbegin, qend) which is less
than t times the length of π∗(qbegin, qend). Construct
then the following spanner path to achieve this objective:
replace each segment of the optimum path π∗ that goes
through a visibility region vis(v), with the spanner path
πS (m(v′, v), m(v, v′′)) that connects the midpoints of the
spanner edges connecting v with the nodes from whose
visibility regions the optimum path enters and exits. For
the first segment consider the path from qbegin to its rep-
resentative rep(qbegin) and then to the midpoint of the
edge connecting rep(qbegin) to the node that π∗ is cross-
ing into its visibility region. Similarly for the last segment
and qend. It is then sufficient that each segment of the op-
timum path is no more than t times shorter than the cor-
responding midpoint spanner path πS (m(v′, v), m(v, v′′)).
This is going to be certainly true, if the spanner path is
shorter than t times the shortest Cfree path between any
two configurations on interfaces i(v′, v) and i(v, v′′).
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The idea in SPARS is that it is possible to asymp-
totically compute all such shortest paths between inter-
faces by building in parallel with the roadmap a dense,
asymptotically-optimal graph GD(VD,ED) using the
PRM∗ algorithm. Every time that an interface path through
the dense graph is revealed to be significantly shorter than
the corresponding midpoint spanner path, the configura-
tions along the interface path on the dense graph become
candidates for addition to the roadmap. Thus, the al-
gorithm operates as follows: Upon initialization of the
roadmap GS , it also initializes a dense graph GD (line 2
of routine Sparse Roadmap Spanner). Furthermore, ev-
ery time that a configuration is sampled, it is immediately
added as a node in VD and attempts are made to connect
it to all nodes within a δ distance on the dense graph per
the δ-PRM∗ algorithm (Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011) (line
4 of routine Sparse Roadmap Spanner). Consequently,
the structure GD will asymptotically converge to optimal
Cfree paths. The Add Shortcut function in SPARS uses
the dense graph GD to compute interface paths for the
representative of the current sampled configuration q.

Algorithm 3: Add Shortcut(q, t, k, δ,∆,GS ,GD)

1 v← rep(q);
2 Q′ ← Adjacent Vertices(q, δ,GD);
3 V ′ ← {v′|∃ q′ ∈ Q′, so that v′ = rep(q′)};
4 for v′ ∈ V ′ \ v do
5 for v′′ ∈ VS : ∃ i(v′′, v) ∧
6 L(v′′, v) ∈ EG ∧ L(v′′, v′) /∈ EG do
7 πS ← Max Spanner Path(v, v′, v′′,GS)
8 Q′′ ← Interface Support(v, v′′);
9 π∗D ← argminq′′∈Q′′ |πD(q, q′′)|;

10 if t · |π∗D | < |πS | then
11 if L(v′, v′′) ∈ Cfree then
12 ES ← ES ∪ L(v′, v′′);
13 else
14 Add Path(GS , {v′ → π∗D → v′′});

Algorithm 3 first computes the representative of q (line
1) and then finds the set Q′ of all neighbors of q in the
dense graph within distance δ and their representatives V ′

(lines 2-3). If there is a node v′ ∈ V ′ that is different
than the representative v of q, then q supports an inter-
face per the definition of Section 3 (line 4). Then the al-
gorithm considers all nodes v′′ in the roadmap spanner,
which share an interface and an edge with v but do not
share an edge with v′ (lines 5-6). Note that it is possi-
ble for two nodes to share an edge but not an interface, as
the algorithm ends up including edges that cross multiple
visibility regions. The detection of an interface between
two nodes v and v′′ in this algorithm utilizes information

from the underlying dense graph. In particular, the algo-
rithm detects if two configurations q and q′′, which share
an edge in the dense graph GD have different representa-
tives, i.e., q ∈ vis(v) and q′′ ∈ vis(v′′), where v 6= v′′.
This means that there is an interface i(v, v′′). The situ-
ation is equivalent to what is displayed in Figure 5. If
the two sparse nodes v and v′′ are not already connected
with an edge, the third criterion will augment the roadmap
spanner in order to bridge this interface. In this process, it
is not necessary to consider vertices v′′ that share an edge
with v′. This is because the edge L(v′, v′′) acts as a short-
cut to the midpoint spanner path πS (m(v′, v), m(v, v′′)).
In this case there is no reason to compare against the in-
terface path from i(v′, v) to i(v, v′′).

Algorithm 4: Max Spanner Path(v, v′, v′′,GS)

1 ΠS ← { πS ( m(v′, v), m(v, v′′) ) };
2 for x : L(v, x), L(v′′, x) ∈ ES ∧ L(v′, x) /∈ ES do
3 if ∃i(x, v) then
4 ΠS ← ΠS ∪ { πS ( m(v′, v), m(v, x) ) };
5 return argmax∀π∈ΠS

|π|;

Then for such a set of vertices v, v′, v′′ (i.e., v con-
nected to v′ and v′′ but no edge between v and v′′)
the spanner path πS is computed by calling function
Max Spanner Path (line 6). Algorithm 4 provides the
implementation for this procedure. Notice that the span-
ner path πS ends up being the maximum length path
among πS (m(v′, v), m(v, v′′)) and all paths of the form
πS (m(v′, v), m(v, x)), where x are nodes that share an in-
terface and an edge with v, share an edge with v′′ but do
not share with v′. In order to keep the description brief,
the reason for considering these additional vertices x will
become apparent during the analysis of the method.

Once the spanner path πS is found, function
Add Shortcut proceeds to find the corresponding short-
est path between the interfaces i(v′, v) and i(v, v′′) given
the addition of the new sample q that has been shown to
support i(v′, v). The algorithm first finds the set of con-
figurations that supports the interface i(v, v′′) (line 8) and
the shortest path π∗D on the dense graph between q and
these configurations (line 9). Then the spanner property
is checked between π∗D and πS (line 10). If it is violated,
the algorithm first attempts to add a direct edge between
nodes v′ and v′′ (lines 11-12). If this is not possible, then
the entire path {v′ → π∗D → v′′} is considered for addi-
tion (lines 13-14). The implementation of Add Path adds
two configurations along the input path that support the in-
terfaces i(v′, v) and i(v, v′′) and then tries to smooth the
remaining path as much as possible so as to minimize the
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number of nodes and edges added to the sparse roadmap
spanner. The addition of this path resolves the violation
of the spanner property as argued in the analysis section.

4.2 Alternative to Storing a Dense Graph

Maintaining the dense graph GD is very costly in terms
of memory requirements for the algorithm during the con-
struction process of the sparse roadmap spanner. In order
to reduce the computational footprint of SPARS, a vari-
ant is presented which removes the reliance on the dense
graph. SPARS2 accomplishes this by employing conser-
vative approximations of the shortest paths between in-
terfaces i(v′, v) and i(v, v′′) and making use of some
alternative bookkeeping information stored on the nodes
of the planning structure. Note that a dense graph is no
longer initialized by function Sparse Roadmap Spanner

and when a sample q is generated in SPARS2 it is
no longer added to a dense graph (lines 2 and 4 of
Sparse Roadmap Spanner).

Algorithm 5: Add Shortcut2(q, t, k, δ,∆,GS )

1 v← rep(q);
2 (Q′, V ′)← (∅, ∅);
3 for k iterations do
4 q′ ← Sample Near(q, δ);
5 if L(q, q′) ∈ Cfree then
6 v′ ← rep(q′);
7 if @ v′ then
8 Add Guard(q′,GS);
9 else if v′ 6= v then

10 Q′ ← Q′ ∪ q′, V ′ ← V ′ ∪ v′;
11 if V ′ 6= ∅ then
12 for each v′ ∈ V ′ and q′ ∈ Q′ do
13 Update Points(q, q′, v, v′,GS);
14 Update Points(q′, q, v′, v,GS);
15 Test Add Paths(v,GS);
16 for each v′ ∈ V ′ do
17 Test Add Paths(v′,GS);

The first use of the dense graph in SPARS was to
detect samples that support an interface (line 2 of
Add Shortcut). Since the dense graph is no longer main-
tained, an alternative method is needed to detect samples
that support interfaces. Lines 2 - 10 of Algorithm 5 pro-
vide a sampling-based method to achieve this objective.
Each time a new configuration q is tested for the addi-
tion of a shortcut, k additional samples q′ are generated
in its δ-radius hyper-ball B(q, δ) (lines 3-4). If the local
path L(q, q′) is free and the representative of q′ is differ-

ent than that of q (lines 5-6,9-10), then the requirements
for identifying two configurations that support an inter-
face have been met. Note that in the case that q′ cannot be
connected to any existing node, a new “guard” has been
discovered and needs to be added as such to the roadmap
(lines 7-8).

Once it is detected that sample q supports an interface
of its representative v, it is necessary to check whether it
reveals the existence of a new interface path that is not
covered by the corresponding spanner midpoint path. If
the dense graph were available, it would be possible to
iterate over all configurations that support another inter-
face of v and compute shortest paths between them and
q. While computing shortest paths in Cfree is not possi-
ble without the dense graph, it is still possible to detect
samples that support interfaces as the previous paragraph
indicated. Towards this objective, SPARS2 maintains for
each node v and for each pair of neighbors (v′, v′′) the
following information (this information is stored on each
node v of the corresponding graph data structure):

- A pair Pv(v
′, v′′) of configurations that support the

corresponding interfaces i(v′, v) and i(v, v′′), which
both belong in vis(v), and define the shortest distance
between any such pair of configurations.

- And a corresponding pair Ξv(v
′, v′′) of configurations

that support the interfaces i(v′, v) and i(v, v′′), where
the first belongs in vis(v′) and the second belongs in
vis(v′′), and are the samples that reveal that the con-
figurations in Pv(v

′, v′′) are supporting an interface.

Algorithm 6: Update Points(q, q′, v, v′,GS)

1 for v′′ ∈ VS \ v, v′ do
2 if ∃ i(v′′, v) then
3 if L(v, v′′) ∈ ES and L(v′, v′′) /∈ ES then
4 (ρ′, ρ′′)← Pv(v

′, v′′);
5 (ξ′, ξ′′)← Ξv(v

′, v′′);
6 if d(q, ρ′′) < d(ρ′, ρ′′) then
7 Pv(v

′, v′′) = (q, ρ′′);
8 Ξv(v

′, v′′) = (q′, ξ′′);

Algorithm 6 is responsible for updating this bookkeep-
ing information, and is illustrated by Figure 6. Given a
configuration q which belongs in vis(v) and a configura-
tion q′ ∈ B(q, δ) which belongs in vis(v′) (both config-
urations support i(v, v′))) the algorithm considers all ver-
tices v′′, which share an interface and an edge with v but
not an edge v′ (lines 1-3). Then the algorithm retrieves
the previously stored pair of configurations (ρ′, ρ′′) that
support i(v′, v) and i(v, v′′) from the side of v, which
correspond to the shortest distance among all such con-
figurations (line 4). The corresponding Ξv(v

′, v′′) pair
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Figure 6: An example of the relative locations of the con-
figurations used in the Algorithm 6. In this example, the
new sample q is closer to ρ′′ than ρ′ was, so the pair of
configurations for the connection between v′ and v′′ via v
will be updated.

is also retrieved (line 5). If the new sample q is closer
to the best representative of the interface i(v, v′′) (line
6), then the bookkeeping information is being updated
with q and q′. Note that function Update Points is
called to update not only the information of v (line 13
of Add Shortcut2) but also for the neighboring node v′

of whose interface configuration q supports (line 14). A
notable concern is how large this extra bookkeeping infor-
mation becomes. It is expected that as the dimensionality
of a problem increases, the space requirements in order to
maintain this information will also increase significantly.
It seems, however, that for problems up to 6 dimensions,
the memory requirements are quite manageable, as de-
tailed in Section 6.

Once the bookkeeping information is updated, algo-
rithm Add Shortcut2 proceeds to check if the new sam-
ple q revealed two interfaces that are closer than the
corresponding spanner midpoint path by calling function
Test Add Paths (lines 15-17). Note that this function
is called only if Update Points had to update the book-
keeping information.

Algorithm 7 provides the implementation of
Test Add Paths and in many ways it is similar to
the second part of Add Shortcut from SPARS. It reasons
again for all vertices v′′, which share an interface and an
edge with v but not an edge v′ (lines 1-3). For each such
vertex v′′ it retrieves from the bookkeeping information
the shortest distance between two configurations in
vis(v) that support i(v′, v) and i(v, v′′) (lines 4-6).
This distance is a conservative approximation of the
shortest path in Cfree between these two interfaces, i.e.,

Algorithm 7: Test Add Paths(v,GS)

1 for v′ ∈ VS : L(v, v′′) ∈ ES do
2 for v′′ ∈ VS : ∃ i(v′′, v) ∧
3 L(v, v′′) ∈ ES ∧ L(v′, v′′) /∈ ES do
4 (ρ′, ρ′′)← Pv(v

′, v′′);
5 (ξ′, ξ′′)← Ξv(v

′, v′′);
6 |π̂∗D| ← d(ρ′, ρ′′);
7 πS ← Max Spanner Path(v, v′, v′′,GS );
8 if t ∗ |π̂∗D| < |πS | then
9 if L(v′, v′′) ∈ Cfree then

10 ES ← ES ∪ L(v′, v′′);
11 else
12 Add Path(GS , {v′ → ξ′ → ρ′ →

v→ ρ′′ → ξ′′ → v′′});

it will always converge over time to something shorter
than the true shortest path. The corresponding spanner
midpoint path πS is computed as in SPARS (line 7)
and then the spanner property is evaluated (line 8). If
violated, an attempt to directly connect v′ and v′′ is made
(lines 9-10). If this is not successful, then the entire path
{v′ → ξ′ → ρ′ → v → ρ′′ → ξ′′ → v′′} is consid-
ered for addition (lines 11-12). The implementation of
Add Path adds ξ′ and ξ′′ and then tries to smooth the
remaining path as much as possible so as to minimize the
number of nodes and edges added to the sparse roadmap
spanner.

5 Analysis
The discussion on the properties initially relates to the
entire framework for the generation of sparse roadmap
spanners and then focuses on the SPARS (Section 4.1) and
SPARS2 (Section 4.2) variations. A series of lemmas ar-
gues the probabilistic completeness of the method, that
paths returned by the proposed approach converge to near-
optimal and that the probability of adding nodes to the
structure goes to zero as time progresses.

5.1 Probabilistic Completeness
The approach is equivalent to Visibility− based PRM

(Simeon et al., 2000) with regards to coverage and con-
nectivity. From this equivalence, it is possible to argue
that the framework achieves probabilistic completeness.

Thm. 1 (Coverage) For all q ∈ Cfree : ∃ v ∈
VS so that L(q, v) ∈ Cfree with probability approaching
1 as M goes to infinity in the Sparse Roadmap Spanner

algorithm.
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The argument to support the above state-
ment can be found in the presentation of the
Visibility− based PRM (Simeon et al., 2000) as
the framework adds all the nodes that would be added by
this method and follows a similar termination condition.
At a high level, each new guard inserted in GS increases
the coverage of Cfree and the probability of generating
configurations in non-covered regions decreases over
time. The algorithm is then guaranteed to terminate for
any finite input value M . When it stops, a probabilistic
estimation of the percentage of free space not covered by
spanner nodes is 1

M , given uniform sampling. This means
that future attempts to add spanner nodes will succeed
with probability (1 − 1

M ). Consequently, as M goes to
infinity, the resulting graph covers the entire space.

Note that relative to the Visibility− based PRM, the
probability (1 − 1

M ) is more conservative, as the meth-
ods for generating sparse roadmap spanners assume a
visibility range limit ∆ for graph nodes. The work on
Visibility− based PRM has shown that even for fairly
complicated problems in SE(3), a relatively small num-
ber of guards is needed to probabilistically cover the
space. Connectivity properties of the resulting sparse
roadmap spanner can be argued in a similar manner.

Thm. 2 (Connectivity) For all v, v′ ∈ VS that are con-
nected with a collision-free path in Cfree, ∃ πS (v, v′)
which connects them on GS with probability 1 as M goes
to infinity.

The framework explicitly handles checking for connec-
tivity in lines 8-9 of Algorithm 1. The algorithm adds
an edge or a node every time it detects there is a way to
connect two disconnected components. The probability
of sampling a configuration that will connect such discon-
nected components of the graph depends on the environ-
ment. Narrow passages will make this connection more
challenging. The probability of connecting any two dis-
connected components is 1, as the value of M goes to
infinity, if the following assumption is true:

Assumption 1 For any v, v′ ∈ Cfree, if the set Q of con-
figurations q ∈ Q for which the following properties hold
is non-empty:
• L(q, v) ∈ Cfree, d(q, v) < ∆,
• L(q, v′) ∈ Cfree, d(q, v′) < ∆,

then Q has non-zero measure.

It can be argued that the above assumption relates to
the definition of an expansive space (Hsu et al., 1999).
The combination of the last two theorems provides proba-
bilistic completeness, at least when the algorithm samples
configurations q in a uniform way.

Figure 7: One sample can reveal interfaces.

In order to prove certain properties of the algorithm,
it must be that all vertices in the planning structure which
share an interface must also share an edge on the roadmap.
The following theorem argues that this is indeed the case.

Thm. 3 (Connected Interfaces) For all v1, v2 ∈ VS

which share an interface, then L(v1, v2) ∈ ES with prob-
ability approaching 1 as M goes to infinity.

Proof: In order for the algorithm to detect the existence
of an interface between two nodes it has to be that a sam-
ple q can connect to its two closest guards v1 and v2 as
in Figure 7 (lines 1-4 of Add Interface Node). If this is
the case, then there must be an interface between v1 and
v2. Consider a moving configuration q∗ along the local
path from q to v2. Moving along this path guarantees that
visibility with v2 is maintained (i.e., L(q∗, v2) ∈ Cfree).
There are two cases:

(a) either visibility with v1 is maintained until q∗ be-
comes equidistant with v1 and v2 or

(b) at some point visibility with v1 is lost before q∗ be-
comes equidistant.

In the first case, an interface exists at the point q∗ becomes
equidistant with v1 and v2. It cannot be than any other
node v3 will be closer to q∗ than v1 and v2. If there were,
then v3 would have been closer to q than v2, which is not
true. In the second case, the interface exists at the point
where the visibility with v1 is lost. For the same reasons,
no other node v3 will be closer at this point than v1. In
order to be able to sample point q in the first place, it is
sufficient that Assumption 1 holds. The above discussion
implies that the method is able through a sampling process
to detect all pairs of spanner nodes that share an edge but
not an interface. The algorithm will try to add an edge be-
tween nodes v1 and v2. If this fails, then q will be added
and will be connected to v1 and v2. The addition of q
might introduce new interfaces that are not intersected by
edges. It will not be the case, however, that these newly
created interfaces will always have an obstacle preventing
a direct connection between the two vertices which im-
pose it. At some point if vertices are added for this reason,
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Figure 8: (left) All configurations along the optimal path π∗cl(q0, qm) will be eventually covered by a node in GS .
(right) A path between all spanner nodes covering π∗cl(q0, qm) will also be created. The figure shows the decomposi-
tion of path πS (q0, qm) into “midpoint paths” Mi−1 that exist only in a single visibility region. Each Mi−1 covers the
path π∗cl(qi, qi+1).

the spanner nodes will be closer than cl and connections
between them are guaranteed to be collision-free. In prac-
tice, most roadmap nodes will be connected before getting
as close as cl. 2

5.2 Path Quality
The following discussion focuses on showing asymptotic
near-optimality properties.

Lemma 1 (Coverage of Optimal Paths by GS )
Consider an optimal path π∗cl(q0, qm) in Cfree. The
probability of having a sequence of nodes in S ,
Vπ = (v1, v2, ..., vn) with the following properties
approaches 1 as M goes to infinity:
• ∀q ∈ π∗cl(q0, qm), ∃ v ∈ Vπ : L(q, v) ∈ Cfree

• L(q0, v1) ∈ Cfree and L(qm, vn) ∈ Cfree

• ∀ vi, vi+1 ∈ Vπ, L(vi, vi+1) ∈ E .

The above lemma is a direct outcome of Theorems 1
and 3 regarding coverage and connected interfaces. Con-
sider now a decomposition of the path πS (q0, qm) on
G through Vπ into sub-paths {M0,M1, . . . ,Mm−1} as
shown in Figure 8, whereMi is the path between the mid-
point m(vi, vi+1) and m(vi+1, vi+2), M0 connects q0 to
v1 and then m(v1, v2) and Mm−1 is the corresponding
last segment. Then the following can be shown:

Lemma 2 (Additive Connection Cost) The sum of the
lengths of segments M0 and Mm−1 for a path from q0

to qm through GS is upper bounded by 4 ·∆.

Proof: The cost for connecting samples to the spanner
is at most ∆ for both the start and final positions, as we

know that q0 and qm lie in the visibility region of v1 and
vm respectively. Note that the remainder of segment M0

that connects v1 to v2 is at most ∆ as two spanner nodes
that share an interface cannot be further away than 2 · ∆
and M0 terminates at the midpoint between v1 and v2.
The same is true for Mm−1, which implies that each of
one of this two segments cannot be longer than 2 ·∆ and
the sum of their lengths is upper bounded by 4 ·∆.2

An important property of the midpoint segments, Mi is
that they satisfy the spanner property for Cfree paths that
go through the corresponding visibility region. Reasoning
about the spanner property at a local level allows for the
properties to be shown globally.

Lemma 3 (Spanner Property of GS over Cfree) All
segments Mi (i ∈ [1,m − 2]) have length bounded by
t · |π∗cl(qi−1, qi)|, where qi lies at the intersection of
π∗cl(q0, qm) with interface i(vi, vi+1).

In order to prove this lemma, it must now be shown
separately for SPARS and SPARS2 as they take different
approaches to adding nodes for the sake of path quality.
A proof is provided first for the SPARS method.

Proof for SPARS: The following discussion relates to
Figures 9 and 10. Given Lemma 1, the edges L(vi−1, vi)
and L(vi, vi+1) are in ES , at least as M goes to infinity.
Assuming π∗cl travels through the region of node vi ∈ Vπ ,
there are three possible cases:

(a) L(vi−1, vi+1) /∈ ES (Figure 9(left)),
(b) L(vi−1, vi+1) ∈ ES , where L(vi−2, vi) /∈ ES and
L(vi, vi+2) /∈ ES (Figure 9(right)), and

(c) L(vi−1, vi+1) ∈ ES and L(vi−2, vi) ∈ ES or
L(vi, vi+2) ∈ ES (Figure 10).
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Figure 9: (left) The path from i(vi−1, vi) to i(vi, vi+1) via S must satisfy the spanner property for path
π∗cl(qi−1, qi). (right) If there is a path between vi’s neighbors, then the paths π(m(vi−2, vi−1), vi−1,m(vi−1, vi+1))
and π(m(vi+2, vi+1), vi+1,m(vi+1, vi−1)) must be checked against π∗cl(qi−2, qi−1) and π∗cl(qi, qi+1).

In the first case, the algorithm needs to check |Mi|
against |π∗cl(qi−1, qi)|. In the case of SPARS, the opti-
mal path π∗cl(qi−1, qi) is asymptotically approximated by
the dense graph, so the shortest path through D is used
for the true optimum, and is denoted as πD

cl (qi−1, qi). If
it were found that |Mi| > t · πD

cl (qi−1, qi), the method
would have passed the check on line 10 of Algorithm 3,
and a shortcut path would have been added to the graph:
either it would have added L(vi−1, vi+1) in which sce-
nario the second or third cases of this proof applies, or a
dense path which includes samples from D would have
been included in GS . This means that the representative
sequence Vπ would have been different for this optimal
path.

The second case requires a more careful examination.
In particular, the algorithm compares πD

cl (qi−1, qi)
not only with the segment Mi but also with all
spanner paths from m(vi−1, vi) to the interfaces of
all neighbors of vi, which are not connected to
vi−1 but share an interface with vi+1. In the con-
text of Figure 9(right) this allows to check whether
path π(m(vi−2, vi−1), vi−1, m(vi−1, vi+1)) satisfies
the spanner property for path πDcl (qi−2, qi−1) and
that path π(m(vi+2, vi+1), vi+1, m(vi+1, vi−1)) satis-
fies the spanner property for πDcl (qi, qi+1). If they
do, then it does not matter if segment Mi−1 sat-
isfies the spanner property for path πDcl (qi−1, qi),
because π(m(vi−2, vi−1), vi−1, m(vi−1, vi+1)) and
π(m(vi+2, vi+1), vi+1, m(vi+1, vi−1)) cover all three
consecutive subpaths of the optimum path. Otherwise,
the spanner must have been expanded.

The last case is illustrated by Figure 10, which has two
subcases: the solution returned by SPARS traveling from
vi−2 to vi+2 does so through path πa,b,c or through path

πd,e,f . In the case that the path returned is πa,b,c, the sit-
uation is case 2 of the proof and there is no concern. If
however, the path returned is πd,e,f , then it is necessary to
show that |πe| ≤
t · (|πDcl (qi−2, qi−1)|+ |πDcl (qi−1, qi)|+ |πDcl (qi, qi+1)|).

It is known that |πb| ≤ t · |πDcl (qi−2, qi−1)| +
|πDcl (qi, qi+1)| from case 2. It is also known that
|πd,e,f | ≤ |πa,b,c| or it would otherwise not have been re-
turned by SPARS. Furthermore, the construction of these
segments enforces that |πa| ≤ |πd| and |πc| ≤ |πf |, as the
endpoints are the intersections with i(vi−2, vi−1) for πa
and πd, and i(vi+1, vi+2) for πc and πf . By combining
and substituting these inequalities, the following expres-
sion arises:

|πe| ≤ |πa|+ |πb|+ |πc| − |πd| − |πf |.

Simplifying this result yields:

|πe| ≤ t · (|πDcl (qi−2, qi−1)|+ |πDcl (qi, qi+1)|) ≤
t · (|πDcl (qi−2, qi−1)|+ |πDcl (qi−1, qi)|+ |πDcl (qi, qi+1)|).

(2)

Consequently, this last case is not an issue for the rela-
tionship between spanner paths and Cfree paths. 2

Proof for SPARS2: There are two points which must
be addressed for SPARS2, as it no longer has dense graph
information. SPARS2 must (a) use a conservative approx-
imation for |π∗cl(qi−1, qi)|, and (b) introduce configura-
tions to approximate dense paths, which would have oth-
erwise been returned by the dense graph.

First, the approximation used for π∗cl(qi−1, qi) must
be an underestimation of the true cost. SPARS2 employs
d(qi−1, qi) as the approximation of this cost. It holds that
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this will always be an underestimation of the true opti-
mal path as given the absence of obstacles, the true op-
timal paths are the local paths L(qi−1, qi). The presence
of obstacles will serve only to detour this path and make
it longer. Whenever SPARS2 is checking a midpoint path
Mi for the spanner property then, it will report that the
paths are violating the spanner property more often then
they may actually be.

The construction of the approximate optimal paths may
be considerably worse than the optimal path which trav-
els through the regions represented by the midpoint paths.
In this case, even with powerful smoothing techniques,
the resulting path may still not satisfy the spanner prop-
erty given the conservative approximation of the true op-
timal path. The argument is that this is not problematic,
as the addition of this approximate dense path will cre-
ate new visibility regions through which new candidate
midpoint paths can be evaluated in future iterations of the
algorithm. Eventually, the direct connection between two
interfaces will be collision free, and in this case, the con-
servative approximation of the optimal path length is the
true optimal path length. Furthermore, because this path
is collision-free, the smoothing operation can simply add
L(qi−1, qi) as a dense path.

From this reasoning, cases 1 and 2 from the previous
proof still hold for SPARS2. Case 3 also holds for both al-
gorithms without loss of generality, as it is a property in-
herent to the planning structure and does not reason about
optimal path information. 2

Given the above sequence of lemmas, it is then possible
to combine them and argue the following theorem:

Thm. 4 (Asymptotic Near-Optimality w/Additive Cost)
As M goes to infinity: ∀ q0, qm ∈ Cfree : |πS (q0, qm)| <
t · |π∗cl(q0, qm)|+ 4 ·∆.

5.3 Rate of Node Addition
An important concern with sparse roadmap spanners is
whether they will be adding a significant number of nodes
in the final data structure. An additional assumption re-
lates to the sampling process used by the algorithm, which
is necessary for showing that paths will not be infinitely
added to GS .

Assumption 2 No sample q is within distance cl from ob-
stacles. No roadmap node v ∈ VS is within cl-distance
from obstacles.

The following theorem argues that the rate of node ad-
dition decreases over time, which allows for the reason-
able termination criterion the proposed framework em-
ploys in line 3 of Algorithm 1.

Figure 10: In the case that vi depends on its neighbors for
checking the spanner property which rely on vi, it must
be that |πe| < |πb|.

Thm. 5 (Rate of Node Addition) As the number of iter-
ations increases in Algorithm 1, the probability of adding
a node to GS goes to 0.

Proof Sketch This proof sketch will rely on Assump-
tion 1, as in certain poorly-behaved spaces, such as fractal
spaces, it is impossible to even guarantee coverage with a
finite set of samples. There are four possible reasons for
promoting nodes to GS ; thus, it must be shown that all
four of these criteria will eventually have no reason to add
nodes to the planning structure.

Nodes for coverage are added when a sample q lies
outside the visibility range of all existing nodes in V .
Theorem 1 already argues that the probability of adding
guards diminishes to zero as the number of iterations in-
creases.

Nodes for connectivity are added when a sample q

connects two disconnected components of the planning
structure. Eventually, enough nodes for ensuring cover-
age will be added in G , and thus, these nodes must be
connected. As it is not possible for there to be an infinite
number of connected components of Cfree, the number of
samples needed to connect such disconnected components
is finite and will be eventually added. to v′.

Nodes for ensuring interfaces have edges are added
when a sample reveals two nodes in the planning struc-
ture share an interface but not an edge. It has already been
argued in Theorem 3 that the algorithm will connect all in-
terfaces, thus nodes will stop being added at some point
for this purpose. The reader might argue that the addition
of nodes to reduce the number of interfaces, which do not
share an edge, will actually generate new interfaces that
do not have edges. This is in fact the case; however, it will
not be the case that for all of these newly generated inter-
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Figure 11: The four environments used for benchmarking the algorithms. From left to right are the “Maze”, “Pegs”,
“Abstract” and “Beam Site” environments. Planning was performed in both SE(2) (“Maze”,“Pegs”) and SE(3)
(“Abstract”,“Beam Site”) on rigid body systems.

faces there will be an obstacle preventing a direct connec-
tion from v

Nodes for ensuring path quality are added when a
sample q supports an interface and reveals a path through
Cfree that is significantly shorter than the corresponding
path in the planning structure. In the case of SPARS,
these paths correspond to dense paths through D , while
in SPARS2, they are reconstructed paths. When adding
such a path to G , the framework will first try to smooth
this path. In some cases, the path cannot be smoothed,
which will result in the addition of nodes to G . It is
assumed, however, that samples are drawn from the cl-
interior of Cfree given Assumption 2. This prevents paths
from getting infinitely close to obstacles, and allows di-
rect connections to be made between vertices once they
get close enough. Therefore, both methods will eventu-
ally stop adding nodes in this fashion. 2

5.4 Space Requirements

It is important to reason about the space requirements of
the proposed SPARS algorithms upon construction. While
the objective is to return a sparse data structure, this
should not take place at the expense of significantly in-
creasing the space requirements of the method during the
construction process because of the book-keeping infor-
mation utilized by the approaches.

The next section will show that experimentally the al-
gorithms seem to have relatively low memory require-
ments, at least up to six dimensions. It is well under-
stood that as the dimensionality of a problem increases,
the number of potential neighbors for a node increases
exponentially. This would indicate that the bookkeep-
ing information stored on the nodes in SPARS2 for detect-
ing interfaces should increase significantly, which would
severely limit the practicality of the method in high di-
mensions. The space requirements for the book-keeping

information, hwoever, is also a function of the number of
nodes. Since the resulting graphs are sparse by nature and
contain a small number of nodes, this does keep the space
requirements for the book-keeping information relatively
low. This allows to identify a conservative bound on the
number of book-keepeing entries needed as O(n · k2),
where n is the number of nodes and k is an upper bound
on the number of neighbors each node has. This is be-
cause at worst, each of the n nodes in the graph must po-
tentially store interface information between each pair of
neighbors. This is obviously higher than the storage re-
quirements for edges in PRM∗, which is O(n · k), where
k is in the order of O(logn). Neverhtheless, the number
of nodes in the sparse representation is significantly lower
than in PRM∗. Furthermore, the following section is go-
ing to show that the average valence of the nodes in the
sparse roadmaps is actually significantly smaller than that
of PRM∗, which implies a lower k value as well.

6 Simulations
This section provides a series of experimental results,
which validate the analysis and the practicality of the pro-
posed sparse roadmap spanners.

6.1 Experimental Setup
Experiments were performed on a cluster of the Com-
puter Science department of Rutgers University, which is
composed of IBM e-server xSeries 355 machines with 2.8
GHz Intel Xeon quad-core processors and 2GB of mem-
ory each. The methods were tested using the Open Motion
Planning Library (OMPL) (Şucan et al., 2012) and the en-
vironments “Maze” (SE(2)), “Pegs” (SE(2)), “Abstract”
(SE(3)) and “Beam Site” (SE(3)), shown in Figure 11.
Both variations of the proposed framework, SPARS (Sec-
tion 4.1) and SPARS2 (Section 4.2) were evaluated, and
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Figure 12: The number of successful queries out of 1000 after {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32} minutes of roadmap construction
time. The expected trend is that as iterations increase, all planners should be able to answer all 1000 queries.

compared against PRM∗. Runs were tested with the pa-
rameters δ = 0.5, ∆ = 15 fixed, and for varying values
of the stretch factor t (2, 3, 5, 9). The parameter k was se-
lected to be two times the dimensionality of the C -space,
e.g., 6 for the SE(2) challenges. The parameter M was
removed so that it would be possible to observe the be-
havior of the algorithms as a function of run time. Statis-
tics were collected after 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 minutes of
construction time for the roadmap spanner methods and
compared to statistics collected by PRM∗ for the same time
intervals. An effort was made to extend these experiments
up to 64 minutes but the space requirements for PRM∗ did
not allow lengthier experiments. If not otherwise speci-
fied, the following graphs show results for a stretch factor
t = 2. In general, the effects of the stretch factor were
small in the chosen environments as the first three criteria
often correspond to more than 75% of the nodes added in
the roadmap. For each combination of environment, al-
gorithm and parameters, 20 experiments were performed
and their output was averaged in order to acquire the fol-
lowing statistics.

6.2 Query Success Ratio
It is first important to consider the success ratio of the al-
gorithms over time. Given the probabilistically complete
nature of the methods, it is expected that they should be

able to eventually solve all problems. Figure 12 shows
the number of successfully answered queries out of 1000
as a function of construction time. It is expected that as
construction time increases, that the number of success-
ful queries to increase to 1000. In general, the algorithms
tend to converge. Interestingly, the graphs for the “Maze”
and “Abstract” environments show that early in the exe-
cution of the algorithms, PRM∗ is unable to answer many
queries, while SPARS and SPARS2 answer more. The rea-
son for this can be that PRM∗ converges slower to a con-
nected structure. This is reasonable as early on SPARS

and SPARS2 quickly add nodes for coverage and con-
nectivity purposes with an average iteration cost that is
lower (edges are bounded by ∆, fewer connections are
attempted than with PRM∗ and no interfaces are detected
early on). Nevertheless, this is not a globally consistent
behavior, as in the more complex “Beam Site” environ-
ment SPARS and SPARS2 answer fewer queries than PRM∗.
A possible explanation is the choice of parameters δ and
∆, as the effects of these parameters are still not clear.
The path quality statistics in the rest of this section are
computed only over successfully solved queries.

6.3 Path Quality
The proposed methods guarantee that solutions to queries
are within a bound of the optimal solution to these queries.
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Figure 13: Average path quality for solved queries relative to the best paths found by PRM∗ after 32 minutes. As time
increases, the returned path length should be decreasing. The results for the “Beam Site” environment are affected by
the lower success ratio of the spanner algorithms.

Figure 14: The memory usage of the three algorithms while they are preprocessing the space. Both SPARS and SPARS2
provide significant advantages in terms of memory over PRM∗.
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Figure 15: The memory required to store the resulting roadmap. PRM∗ is omitted as the memory requirements are the
same as the offline ones (see previous figure) and significantly higher compared to the spanner methods .

The graphs in Figure 13 show the average path quality re-
turned by each of the planners relative to the best paths
returned by PRM∗ after 32 minutes of execution. In these
graphs, a value of 1.0 represents a path which has the same
cost as the best PRM∗ path. The PRM∗ paths asymptotically
converge to the optimum, so they are used as a near ap-
proximation of the true optimal path cost. Note that the
average PRM∗ relative length after 32 minutes may still be
higher than 1.0 and depends on the consistency of the al-
gorithm in returning the best solution. Interestingly, even
after a few minutes of execution, the returned path qual-
ity by the spanner algorithms is actually much better than
what the theoretical bounds would suggest. In the SE(2)
environments the results are very consistent, as time in-
creases all planners return solution paths of decreasing
length with PRM∗ closer to the optimum, SPARS2 follow-
ing and SPARS with a higher degradation. In certain envi-
ronments, such as the ”Abstract” environment, the span-
ner methods get to within 110% of the optimal length,
whereas the stated bounds are relaxed to as much as 200%
or 900% for these experiments. Note that for the same
environment, the SPARS2 algorithm is more consistent in
returning better quality paths than the PRM∗ itself. Given
the results of Figure 12, the “Beam Site” environment had
fewer answered queries, especially for the SPARS algo-

rithm. As new queries are answered, their path lengths
are added to the averages and in some cases the averages
are shown to increase as construction time increases. Nev-
ertheless, even in this case the relative path length is lower
than the theoretical bounds.

6.4 Offline Memory Requirements

Figure 14 provides a comparison of the amount of mem-
ory used during the roadmap construction step. These
results do include any extra bookkeeping information re-
quired by the SPARS and SPARS2 algorithms, as well as
the cost of maintaining the sparse and/or dense graph.
As expected, PRM∗ uses a significantly higher amount of
memory. As was also expected, however, SPARS uses
more memory than SPARS2 during this process, as it
maintains the dense graph D . The result which is en-
couraging is the significant difference in used memory be-
tween SPARS and PRM∗. Note, however, that the duration
of each iteration in SPARS is much larger than each iter-
ation of PRM∗, and as such, the size of the dense graph
ends up being smaller than the resulting graph from PRM∗

given the same amount of preprocessing time. One of
the primary objectives of the SPARS2 approach was to re-
duce the memory footprint during the preprocessing stage
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Figure 16: The number of nodes generated and stored for the final query structure of the various methods in the four
environments.

Figure 17: The number of edges stored for the final query structure of the various methods in the four environments.
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Figure 18: Query resolution time as a function of construction time. It is expected that since the size of the planning
structures increases, query resolution time also increases.

while maintaining the guarantees on path quality, and in
all cases, SPARS2 takes much less memory than SPARS as
the following table suggests:

Environment SPARS SPARS2

Maze 94,0373.4 51,125.0
Pegs 104,453.3 54,406.2

Abstract 332,673.9 52,634.6
Beam Site 386,662.6 91,605.6

Table 2: Memory requirements in bytes for each spanner
method after 32 minutes of computation.

6.5 Online Memory Requirements

After preprocessing the space, each algorithm returns a
graph which is used for answering queries. Larger graphs
will have higher memory requirements for storage and
transmission. It is expected that as construction time in-
creases, the size of the resulting graphs will be larger.
Typically, the larger the graph, the better the path qual-
ity. The results shown in Figure 15 omit the graphs re-
turned by PRM∗. This is because the memory require-
ments are the same as the offline process, and significantly
higher than the roadmaps returned by SPARS and SPARS2,
which would render the comparison of the last two meth-
ods impossible. It is important to note that in every case,
SPARS2 is returning larger graphs than SPARS. Note that
SPARS performs heavier computation when considering

adding nodes for path quality. Multiple A∗ searches are
performed on an increasingly larger dense graph, and rep-
resentative information must be preserved for every node
in the dense graph.

6.6 Graph Nodes and Edges

The online memory requirements of the methods are a di-
rect result of the number of nodes and edges in the result-
ing graphs, shown in Figures 16 and 17 respectively. Par-
allel to the online memory requirements, the SPARS and
SPARS2 methods use orders of magnitude less nodes and
edges in their final query structure.

6.7 Query Resolution Time

The amount of time to resolve a query can be very impor-
tant for certain applications. The query resolution time is
directly correlated to the size of the planning structure be-
ing queried. Figure 18 shows resulting query times for the
approaches, and correlates with Figure 15. Both SPARS

and SPARS2 return queries orders of magnitude faster than
querying the roadmap returned by PRM∗. SPARS2 tends to
return very high quality paths relatively early; however,
the query times tend to be higher than those returned by
SPARS.
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Figure 19: Path quality relative to the best smoothed paths from PRM∗.

Figure 20: Time spent smoothing queries returned by the planning structure. Higher smoothing times represent greater
reductions in path length.
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Figure 21: The average highest number of consecutive failures reached by the methods. If parameter M were set to a
value lower than the graphs, then the algorithms would have automatically terminated.

6.8 Effects of Smoothing

Smoothing can have a significant effect on the resulting
path quality. Figure 19 shows the average smoothed so-
lution path length relative to the best smoothed path re-
turned by PRM∗. In general, it is expected that PRM∗ will
have less benefit from smoothing than other methods as
it already returns paths which are converging to the true
optimum. Smoothing provided a significant decrease in
relative path length in both SE(2) environments “Maze”
and “Pegs”. Nevertheless, the effects are less pronounced
in the SE(3) environments. In the “Abstract” environ-
ment, the smoothing process was advantageous for the
PRM∗ method.

Smoothing also introduces a time overhead as it in-
volves collision checking, and in certain application ar-
eas this overhead can be expensive. Figure 20 details the
amount of time spent on average for smoothing solutions
to the ones shown in Figure 19. In general, all of the meth-
ods use roughly the same amount of time for smoothing
throughout their execution. The smoothing time is also
reflective of how much the path is able to improve relative
to the original path cost. In the “Abstract” environment,
PRM∗ is shown to have much larger smoothing time than
the other methods. This suggests that the paths returned
in this environment could be improved significantly by

smoothing. This is why in Figure 19, the relative path
quality shown for SPARS and SPARS2 appear worse than
before smoothing. In the case of the “Beam Site” envi-
ronment, the smoothing time of paths returned by SPARS

are very small, suggesting that the smoothing was unable
to refine these paths very much. This suggests that it is re-
turning poor quality paths in homotopic classes different
than the optimum one. It is apparent that the algorithm
was still in the process of converging.

6.9 Maximum Consecutive Failures

The approach proposes an automated stopping criterion in
the form of a threshold for the maximum number of con-
secutive failures to add a node to the planning structure.
Figure 21 shows the rate of growth of the average maxi-
mum consecutive failures reached by the methods as they
run. As expected and as is desirable, the number of max-
imum consecutive failures increases over time. In most
cases, SPARS reaches a higher number of consecutive fail-
ures than SPARS2. A possible explanation is that it is more
difficult for the method to identify the need to add dense
paths using the dense graph than through a focused sam-
pling process. This correlates with the fact that SPARS
returns smaller planning structures than SPARS2.
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Figure 22: The average valence for the nodes in the resulting planning structure at various points during construction.

6.10 Average Node Valence
An interesting aspect of the resulting planning structures
to study is the average valence of the nodes in the graph,
which relates to the sparsity of the resulting data structure.
PRM∗ requires a certain number of attempts to connect to
neighbors, which is a function of the number of nodes in
the roadmap, which is reflected in the result. Figure 22
shows how the average valence increases for the methods
over time and shows that PRM∗ builds a much denser graph
compared to both SPARS and SPARS2.

6.11 Online Memory Use vs. Path Quality
A direct correlation can be shown between the size of the
resulting planning structure and the path quality which is
returned by the structure. Figure 23 shows this relation-
ship for SPARS and SPARS2 for stretch factors t = 2, 9
at 32 minutes of construction time. The intuition is that
larger structures should return better quality paths in gen-
eral, as they are a closer approximation of the underlying
exhaustive graph of Cfree. The results, especially in the
“Maze” environment, demonstrate this trade-off between
memory use and path quality. Note that if these graphs
were to include the PRM∗ algorithm, the corresponding
data point would appear orders of magnitude higher on the
y axis. For example, Figure 24, shows the online memory

use over time for the methods, including PRM∗. Note that
the SPARS techniques do not necessarily reach the same
level of path quality as PRM∗, with the “Abstract” environ-
ment being the exception. Note however that when SPARS
and SPARS2 do approach the same relative path length, the
methods use far less memory than PRM∗.

6.12 Query Time vs. Path Quality

Considering the correlation already drawn between result-
ing planning structure size and query resolution time, it is
expected that there would also be a correlation between
query time and path quality given the results shown in the
previous subsection. The results in Figure 25 show this
correlation, which is very similar to that provided in Fig-
ure 23.

6.13 Problem of Increasing Complexity

It is not straightforward from the above experiments to
determine how well the SPARS methods extend to more
difficult problem instances. A straightforward method for
increasing problem difficulty is to increase the size of the
robot (or equivalently grow the obstacles), so as to cre-
ate a more constrained free space. This section examines
the “Abstract” environment using an increasingly larger
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Figure 23: A comparison of online memory usage relative to the average returned path quality for the resulting plan-
ning structures. Larger structures should return better quality paths. Data points for PRM∗ are omitted for scaling rea-
sons, but are given as (1.0140, 11946512.8) (Maze), (1.0080, 47172614.4) (Pegs), (1.0467, 14198567.2) (Abstract),
and (1.0852, 21512684.8) (BeamSite).

Figure 24: A comparison of online memory used against returned path quality through time for stretch factor t = 2.
Values for the online memory use are highlighted for the lowest memory cost PRM∗ graph and it’s closest neighbor
from the SPARS algorithms.
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Figure 25: A comparison of query time against average path quality. It is expected that paths of high quality take
longer to query than those of low quality.

L-shaped robot. Figures 26 - 29 show interesting aspects
of the methods when increasing problem difficulty.

Figure 26 shows the relative path length of SPARS and
SPARS2 compared to PRM∗. The figures indicate that as the
problem difficulty increases, both the SPARS and SPARS2

methods show an increase in path length relative to PRM∗.
Figure 27 shows that the offline memory requirements
in more complex environments stays relatively the same,
with the SPARS methods using slightly more memory and
PRM∗ using slightly less memory as problem complex-
ity increases. As the problem difficulty increases, there
are fewer collision-free configurations for PRM∗ to include
in the roadmap. The sparse roadmaps need to include
a higher number of nodes to solve the problem. Never-
theless, the difference is not significant over the various
problem instances.

Figure 28 shows the trade-off between memory use
and path quality for increasingly difficult problem in-
stances. The trend shows the data points moving up and to
the right, indicating that more difficult problem instances
require more memory while also yielding lower-quality
paths. Finally, Figure 29 indicates how many queries are
answered for varying difficulty of problems. As expected,
the number of answered queries decreases for more diffi-
cult problems. An interesting data point is the intersection

between the PRM∗ graph and those of SPARS and SPARS2

methods. These data indicate that the point of intersec-
tion may be coming later for more difficult problems, i.e.,
it takes longer for PRM∗ to solve a larger percentage of
queries.

6.14 Types of Nodes Added over Time
Both the SPARS and SPARS2 methods add nodes to the
graph only if they satisfy one out of four criteria. It is in-
teresting to see what criteria are satisfied through the run
of the algorithm. Figure 30 shows averaged data for nodes
added to SPARS2 over time. Note that the algorithm starts
by quickly covering and connecting the space, followed
by a reduction in node addition for these purposes as the
sampling process works towards enough sample satura-
tion to begin detecting interfaces.

One question was whether the fourth criterion, which
relates to path quality and the spanner property, con-
tributes significantly to the number of nodes added to the
roadmap. The graphs in Figure 30 indicate that this is in-
deed the case. Were these types of nodes in fact rarely
added to the graph, a simplified version of the algorithm
which omits this final, complicated criterion could be po-
tentially sufficient to provide the desired behavior, i.e., a
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Figure 26: Relative path length to best path found for increasing problem difficulty from left to right. It is surprising
that SPARS2 may even return better path quality than PRM∗ in easy problems. For harder instances, PRM∗ will be able
to return better paths for longer construction times as expected.

Figure 27: Memory usage during offline preprocessing for the various methods for problems of increasing difficulty
from left to right. Memory usage remains relatively the same, though PRM∗ reduces its memory requirements, where
SPARS and SPARS2 increase their memory requirements. Both results are expected.

Figure 28: Trade-off between online memory usage and path length for the various methods for problems of increasing
difficulty from left to right. Both memory usage and path length increase as the problem becomes more difficult. Data
points for PRM∗ are omitted due to scaling issues. The data points for PRM∗ for the graphs from left to right are
(1.0467, 14198567.2), (1.0460, 13932344), and (1.0453, 13426218.4).

Figure 29: Successfully answered queries for the various methods for problems of increasing difficulty from left
to right. These graphs indicate the increase in difficulty for solving the problem. In all cases, PRM∗ has the worst
performance early on and then converges to the success ratio of SPARS2.
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Figure 30: Average nodes added due to each criterion in the SPARS2 algorithm for the Maze and Abstract environ-
ments. Left: cumulative node totals at given time intervals; Right: node additions between intervals.

sparse representation that can quickly answer queries with
path of sufficient quality. This simplified algorithm would
not be providing the desired theoretical properties, but po-
tentially it could still be a practical solution as it would
reduce the amount of bookkeeping. The indication, how-
ever, from these graphs is that because nodes for uphold-
ing the spanner property are a significant percentage of
the total number of nodes, removing this criterion would
significantly affect path quality.

7 Discussion

A framework for generating sparse roadmap spanners
is presented in this work as a way to solve path plan-
ning problems in continuous configuration spaces using
compact data structures, while providing the property of
asymptotic near-optimality. Two variants of this frame-
work are highlighted, SPARS and SPARS2. The resulting
planning structures from both methods are orders of mag-
nitude sparser and smaller than the corresponding asymp-
totically optimal structures, while maintaining good qual-
ity paths. This results in significantly shorter query resolu-

tion times. The resulting graph spanners are shown to pro-
vide high quality paths that come much closer to optimal
ones than what the theoretical bounds specify. SPARS2

also reduces memory requirements upon construction of
the roadmap versus SPARS while returning even better
quality paths at the cost of a small increase in the size of
the final roadmap. It does so by removing the dependence
on maintaining an explicit, dense graph representation of
the space. Instead, it relies on properties of visibility that
can be computed through localized sampling and smooth-
ing processes to provide the same guarantees.

There are many directions to investigate into the future
on this topic: (i) It is interesting to study similar near-
optimality challenges in the context of graphs with di-
rected edges, which is a necessary requirement for sys-
tems with constraints in their motion. The current line of
reasoning relies on being able to directly connect config-
urations using a bidirectional steering method, which is
often unavailable for systems with dynamics. (ii) An im-
portant step for the work is to show whether the planning
structure converges to a finite-sized roadmap. Showing
that the probability of adding nodes goes to 0 is a step
in this direction but does not guarantee that the desired
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properties are provided by finite graphs. (iii) An exciting
development would be to compute a confidence value rep-
resenting what volume of the optimum paths in the space
are covered by the planning structure after a finite time
execution instead of studying the asymptotic case. This
effort could lead to a stopping criterion for the algorithm
that would allow the computation in finite time of prob-
ably near-optimal paths with a confidence value. (iv) As
the method is able to return solutions within a bound of
optimal paths, it would be interesting to show whether the
method can guarantee that it finds paths in important ho-
motopic classes of the space, and to see how it compares
to methods which attempt to identify these classes explic-
itly (Jaillet and Simeon, 2006). (v) It is unknown how to
select parameters t and ∆ to attain an expected average
path degradation. Furthermore, it is interesting to eval-
uate how the results depend on other parameters of the
algorithm, such as δ and M . (vi) Finally, many ideas can
be exploited to improve computational efficiency, such as
using tools which return distance to obstacles to reduce
collision-checking calls and possibly quickly identifying
nodes which should or should not be considered for addi-
tion to the graph.
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